
Mobilcook is bang on trend and enjoying spectacular

growth in the take-away sector. Mobilcook stays tuned to the

current street food requirements ensuring live preparation

of tasty, easy-to-eat and healthy food right before the 

customer's eyes, served up instantly with a smile.

The concept

Mobilcook is a mobile, modular and customizable professional kitchen.

Mobilcook means you can go to the customer, bring the cooking closer,

at the ideal time and select just the type of cooking you want.

Mobilcook was designed to offer a host of layout possibilities both inside

and outside: street food, markets, sports and cultural events, shows,

mass catering, open-air activities, meetings of associations, themed 

evenings or even private catering. Mobilcook offers 3 x dimensions with

the same trolley to fit the available space.

Mobilcook is an all-round solution made up of a basic module that can be

fitted out at will with preparation, cooking, temperature holding, hygiene

equipment and accessories specific to the type of cuisine desired, and a

magnetic support with a printed artwork of the concept. The set can be

assembled in less than 10 minutes.

Mobilcook allows for a whole range of cooking activities. It is ideal for 

preparing burgers, pizzas, pancakes, pasta, paella, couscous, 

mussels and chips, soups or any traditional cooking.



Advantages

1 / Mobility

The basic and compact module is easy to handle. It fits into a standard utility vehicle.

The concept is set up or folded away in few minutes.

2 / Modular

Mobilcook allows for a whole host of cooking activities which can be 

changed from one day to another. It incorporates all the electric or 

gas cooking equipment availableon the market. In addition to its 

ergonomic preparation space, Mobilcook boasts an extensive 

storage capacity in the stainless-steel unit.

3 / Customization

The back tarpaulin and magnetic frontage holder can be 

customized. These eye-catching visuals can be changed 

over allowing for optimum customer communication 

according to the event.

Some references

Tel : 33 1 39 16 35 59                    www.mobilcook.com


